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Abstract—This paper delineates a new fault location algorithm
for meshed transmission networks based on the arrival time
differences of traveling waves propagating from the fault point
to sparsely and remotely placed synchronized monitoring instru-
ments on particular substations. In fact, it is shown that the fault
location can be accurately estimated by taking advantage of the
wave arrival delays of a fault transient with regard to a recorder
location where the first burst of traveling waves is observed. The
technique to be introduced makes use of only available recorders
scattered throughout the network. Specifically, the captured
waveforms are processed together in order to identify the exact
location of the fault under study. The performance of the
developed methodology is demonstrated using ATP simulations
of fault transients, which are then processed via the MATLAB
Wavelet Toolbox.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic transient analysis, fault loca-
tion, traveling waves, wavelet transform, synchronized measure-
ments.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCURATE estimation of fault location is an important
task for utilities in order to rapidly restore service to their

customers. Fault location on transmission and distribution net-
works remains a challenging problem as the systems continue
to change in size and complexity. Availability of synchronized
measurements along with computational capabilities in substa-
tions allows the use of unconventional methods such as those
based on traveling waves for fault location.

The idea of using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of
modal components of the traveling waves initiated by faults,
in order to estimate the fault location is first proposed and as-
sociated algorithm is presented in [1]. This fault location tech-
nique is later applied to the three-terminal (teed) transmission
networks in [2]. Also, various two- and three-terminal fault
location algorithms have been proposed by several researchers.
Nagasawa et al. [3] utilize the postfault current differentials
at line terminals in order to locate the fault in multiterminal
transmission lines by performing a reduction from an n-
terminal to a three-terminal system. Reference [4] uses voltage
and current phasors offering techniques to eliminate syn-
chronization errors. In [5], the postfault synchronized phasor
measurements at different terminals of the multiterminal line
are employed for the determination of the fault location. The
extensions of these methods for the two- and three-terminal
circuits have recently taken place in multiterminal transmission

lines and interconnected networks. Indeed, the efforts to ac-
curately estimate the fault location in multiterminal lines have
resulted in various fault location schemes. For instance, in [6],
synchronized voltage measurements at each end of the line
are utilized to locate the fault. In the meantime, Lien et al. [7]
presented a fault location scheme taking network observability
into account. In fact, the authors introduced a method provided
that every line section in the network requires one-sided PMU
installation. More recently, a generalized fault section selector,
as well as fault locator, is proposed by Liu et al. [8] for
multiterminal transmission lines based on synchronized phasor
measurement units.

The authors of [9] introduce a procedure in which the fault-
induced transients are processed by means of pattern matching.
To estimate the fault area, the distinguishing characteristics
of recorded fault waveforms are then utilized to correlate
with numerous extracted representative faults. In generating
representative patterns, several faults are simulated at certain
locations. Despite being an offline procedure, generation of
representative features implicates an inadmissible computa-
tional cost, thus necessitating an alternative procedure with
much less computational cost.

In this paper, arrival time differences of signals from the
fault point to the synchronized monitoring instruments are
used in order to accurately locate faults. Indeed, at the
time fault occurs, electromagnetic waves originated at the
fault point travel along neighboring transmission lines. Since
these traveling waves follow different paths, they arrive at
remote recorder locations with distinct time delays. Referring
to these wave arrival delays of a certain fault transient at
various locations in the network, the fault location can be
determined. The proposed methods generically assume either
a single recorder at one end of the faulted line, or a pair
of synchronized recorders at both ends of the faulted line.
Nevertheless, the technique to be introduced in this paper
takes advantage of available recorders dispersed throughout
the network as assumed in an earlier work [9]. Particularly, the
captured waveforms are processed together in order to identify
the exact location of the fault under study. Thus, the proposed
method can be considered as a wide-area measurement-based
solution to fault location.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II of this paper describes the developed fault location algorithm
used in identification of the fault occurrence point. Section III



presents the simulation results for a particular fault scenario in
the studied network. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. DESCRIPTION OF FAULT LOCATION PROCEDURE

In this section, the principal steps establishing the fault
location technique are briefly discussed. In order to estimate
the fault point precisely, the measured voltage waveforms are
initially converted to their modal components using Clarke’s
real transformation matrix [10] since all transmission line
models are assumed to be fully transposed. Then, the modal
components are processed through the discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT) and the squares of the wavelet transform coeffi-
cients (WTC2s) are retrieved and employed to detect the fault
incipience instant at which signal energy reaches its first local
maximum. During the course of simulations, Daubechies-8
mother wavelet [11] with the level-4 approximation coeffi-
cients is chosen for the wavelet transformation. At the same
time, aerial mode voltage WTC2s in scale-1 have formed a
basis for the fault location computations.

Knowing the lengths and electrical characteristics of all
transmission lines in the power network, one can calculate
the wave propagation time for each transmission line using

τ ,
`

ν
, `
√
L′C ′, (1)

where ` represents the line length and ν is the traveling wave
velocity; L′ and C ′ designate the per-unit-length inductance
and capacitance of the line, respectively.

Consider the case where synchronized recorders are placed
at Buses a, b, c, d, and e and a fault occurs at Bus f .
Further, suppose that the recorder at Bus a receives the fault-
initiated transients first and others receive them later, so that
the following times are recorded:
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[
T

(m)
b,a T (m)

c,a T
(m)
d,a T (m)

e,a

]T
, (2)

where T (m)
b,a , T (m)

c,a , T (m)
d,a , and T

(m)
e,a represent the measured

arrival delays of fault signals with respect to the signal received
at Bus a. As an illustration, T (m)

b,a corresponds to the time
difference between the traveling wave times from Buses a and
b to the fault point f , or, explicitly,

T
(m)
b,a = T

(m)
b,f − T

(m)
a,f . (3)

However, since we do not have any knowledge of the
fault occurrence point, it is impossible to identify the arrival
delays with respect to the fault point f . Instead, the difference
between the wave arrival delays T (m)

a,f and T
(m)
b,f , designated

by T
(m)
b,a , can be measured, provided that the recorders are

time-synchronized. Indeed, these time delays can be easily
computed for a given system due to the fact that the trav-
eling waves caused by the fault always propagate along the
transmission lines following the shortest path rule. Thus, the
following vector of time differences resulting from the shortest
travel times can be created:

T̂x =


τb,x − τa,x
τc,x − τa,x
τd,x − τa,x
τe,x − τa,x

 . (4)

Simplifying the notation in (4), we obtain

T̂x = [τba,x τca,x τda,x τea,x]
T
, (5)

where x refers to any bus in the corresponding power system;
τa,x, τb,x, τc,x, τd,x, and τe,x are the calculated shortest travel
times from Buses a, b, c, d, and e to Bus x, respectively. The
shortest travel time for each bus pair is calculated utilizing the
well-known Dijkstra’s algorithm [12] recognizing the fact that
power networks can be thought of as real-weighted undirected
graphs. It should be noted that these computations need to be
carried out only once for a given topology. If the topology
changes due to any line switching, these calculations will have
to be repeated.

Now, a new time difference will be defined as follows:

∆Tx = T T
meas − T̂ T

x . (6)

Here, ∆Tx can be conveniently used to estimate the fault
point since it will be used to match the measured time differ-
ences obtained via synchronized recordings with the calculated
shortest travel times between each of the fault recorder points.
If the fault occurs, say, at Bus x, then by checking ∆Tx for
different x locations (buses) and selecting the one that yields
a vector, the `1-norm of which is minimum among all vectors
will provide the solution, i.e.,

Fx = min(‖∆Tx‖1; x ∈ {1, · · · , N}), (7)

where x represents the faulted bus, Fx is the minimum norm
associated with Bus x, and N denotes the number of buses in
the system.

As described previously, the proposed fault location scheme
assumes that faults occur only at system buses. However, this
assumption is not realistic, for faults are more likely to occur
on the transmission lines rather than right at a system bus.
Accordingly, a more realistic formulation should be devised
in order to locate faults occurring at arbitrary locations along
transmission lines.

A two-step methodology is suggested for this purpose.
Initial phase is similar to the formulation mentioned above,
where faults are assumed to occur only at system buses.
However, instead of declaring the faulted bus based on the
minimum norm solution, two buses will be selected, where
these will correspond to the minimum two values among the
`1-normed difference vectors ‖∆Tx‖1 in (7), such that

(Fy, Fz) = min
(
(‖∆Ty‖1, ‖∆Tz‖1);

y ∈ {1, · · · , N}, z ∈ {1, · · · , N} − {y}
)
.

(8)

Subsequently, the pair of buses yielded by (8), will be
regarded as two most likely faulted line terminals. Checking if
the two potential terminals have a direct link to each other in
the studied network, the fault can be declared to have occurred
on the line connecting these two terminals. Otherwise, it will
be concluded that the fault has taken place on any one of



the lines, incident to one of the two suspect buses. In light
of this knowledge, the size of the search space for possible
locations is reduced considerably. In this context, if a fault
occurs somewhere on a certain transmission line, one way
to reliably detect fault location is to “thin-slice” the most
likely transmission line(s) by length of certain number, say, the
greatest common divisor (gcd) of the transmission line lengths
in the network. Strictly speaking, the transmission lines, which
are incident to the two suspect buses, can be partitioned into
equally-separated sections in order to create multiple virtual
buses. After processing the same fault location algorithm, a
bus location, which best corresponds to a fault point, will be
chosen among these fictitious buses. Location of the fictitious
bus will then be used to compute the distance of the fault from
the nearest substation at either end of the line.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fault recorders at present typically operate at a high sam-
pling frequency, which is up to 20 kHz. Taking this fact
into account, all simulations are carried out in ATP-EMTP
program and MATLAB with a sampling frequency, fs, of 20
kHz corresponding to a sampling time interval of 50 µsec.
The fault occurrence time is chosen as 20 msec. The tower
configuration of transmission lines is given in [2]. Trans-
mission lines represented by the frequency-dependent models
are utilized throughout the simulations. Furthermore, all line
segments are assumed to be fully transposed. The aerial mode
propagation velocity in scale-1 is calculated as 1.85882× 105

mi/sec. The studied system is simulated under single-line-to-
ground (SLG) faults along various line segments. Line segment
lengths, along with wave propagation times, are provided in
Table I. Simulation results for SLG fault on the line segment
4–7 with a very small fault resistance (Rf = 0.1 mΩ) are
presented.

TABLE I
LINE SEGMENT LENGTHS AND WAVE PROPAGATION TIMES FOR THE

SYSTEM UNDER STUDY

Line
Length Time

Line
Length Time

(mi) (µsec) (mi) (µsec)

1− 2 130 699.37 6− 11 145 780.06
1− 5 75 403.48 6− 12 55 295.89
2− 3 115 618.67 6− 13 30 161.39
2− 4 85 457.28 7− 8 125 672.47
2− 5 145 780.06 7− 9 45 242.09
3− 4 90 484.18 9− 10 165 887.66
4− 5 110 591.77 9− 14 150 806.96
4− 7 280 1506.33 10− 11 95 511.08
4− 9 170 914.56 12− 13 80 430.38
5− 6 65 349.68 13− 14 175 941.46

As an example, consider the modified IEEE 14-bus system
whose single-line diagram is depicted in Fig. 1. Assume that
synchronized recorders exist at Buses 2, 6, 8, 9, and 13. Let
there be a fault occurring 150 miles away from Bus 4 on a
280-mile-long line connecting the Buses 4 and 7. Meanwhile,
the three-phase synchronized measurements of voltages are
assumed to be available as shown in Figs. 2-6. Then, aerial
mode WTC2s for each modal voltage are obtained following
the decoupling of the phase quantities into the modal voltages.
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Fig. 1. Single-line diagram of the modified IEEE 14-bus system.
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Fig. 2. Faulted phase voltages at Bus 2 for the studied fault.

The WTC2s of the aerial mode voltages are shown in Figs.
7-11. After comparing the local peaks corresponding to each
bus, the first local peak observed belongs to Bus 9; hence, the
following times in milliseconds are stored in the vector t:

t = [t2, t6, t8, t9, t13]

= [21.3000, 21.8000, 21.4000, 21.0000, 22.0000] ,

where t2, t6, t8, t9, and t13 are the instants when the first
local peaks are detected via the synchronized recorders on
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Fig. 3. Faulted phase voltages at Bus 6 for the studied fault.
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Fig. 4. Faulted phase voltages at Bus 8 for the studied fault.

the respective buses. Since Bus 9 receives the first peak, the
arrival delays of fault signals can be computed with respect to
the signal received at Bus 9, such that

Tmeas =
[
T

(m)
2,9 T

(m)
6,9 T

(m)
8,9 T

(m)
13,9

]T
= [0.3000, 0.8000, 0.4000, 1.0000]

T
.

For the sake of simplicity, all the transmission line con-
figurations are assumed to be identical in order to avoid the
differences in traveling wave velocities for each transmission
line. However, the proposed method is evidently applicable to
power systems with varying line configurations since travel
times are defined by (1) and traveling wave velocities can be
extracted based on the type and configuration of lines. In this
respect, the theoretical shortest travel time differences between
any Bus x and Buses 2, 6, 8, 9, and 13 are computed based
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Fig. 5. Faulted phase voltages at Bus 9 for the studied fault.
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Fig. 6. Faulted phase voltages at Bus 13 for the studied fault.

on the Dijkstra’s algorithm as shown below:

T̂x =


τ2,x − τ9,x
τ6,x − τ9,x
τ8,x − τ9,x
τ13,x − τ9,x

 .
Referring back to (8), the most likely terminal pair is found

to be (y, z) = (4, 10). Since Buses 4 and 10 do not have a
direct connection to each other, it is concluded that the fault
should have occurred on one of the lines incident to these ter-
minals. Following the proposed scheme, all seven transmission
lines are partitioned into 5-mile sections in order to create new
fictitious buses on the system; thus, the network becomes a
206-bus system. The proposed fault location method identifies
the faulted node as 131st bus, pertaining to the point 150
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Fig. 7. WTC2 of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 2 for the studied fault.
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Fig. 8. WTC2 of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 6 for the studied fault.

miles away from Bus 4 in the artificial network as shown in
the following:

T̂131 =


1.2642− 0.9415
1.7484− 0.9415
1.3718− 0.9415
1.9098− 0.9415


= [0.3227, 0.8069, 0.4303, 0.9683]

T
,

with

∆T131 = T T
meas − T̂ T

131

= [−0.0227, −0.0069, −0.0303, 0.0317],

yielding the minimum norm ‖∆T131‖1 = 0.0916 ≈ 0.
As a matter of fact, the norm of the difference above can be

considered insignificant since the small mismatches between
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Fig. 9. WTC2 of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 8 for the studied fault.
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Fig. 10. WTC2 of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 9 for the studied fault.

the measured and computed arrival time differences result
from sampling errors.

In interconnected transmission networks, several identical
shortest paths from the fault point are not commonly en-
countered. If such cases occur, employing more synchronized
recorders assists in minimizing the likelihood of obtaining
multiple solutions.

A. Effect of Fault Resistance—Rf

All the simulations are repeated substituting the fault resis-
tance by Rf = 250 Ω. It is observed that the initial peaks of
the square of aerial mode wavelet coefficients are smaller than
those obtained by using very small fault resistance; however,
the shape and peak arrival instants of the waveforms remain
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Fig. 11. WTC2 of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 13 for the studied fault.

the same. The fault location results produced by very small
fault resistance match closely with those obtained with using
250-Ω fault resistance. Given this limited set of experimental
results, it is anticipated that the algorithm performance will
remain insensitive to variations in the fault resistance.

B. Effect of Quantization Error

It is worth pointing out that analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) used in representing analog signal with detailed
digital representation are prone to errors, one of which is the
quantization error. In this respect, simulations are repeated by
introducing the random error to the simulated voltage signals.
A zero-mean Gaussian noise is generated with standard devi-
ation, σ, equal to the 35% of the quantization error (0.35q). In
general, the fundamental formulation of the quantization error
introduced by the ADC is given by [13]

q , 2−N × V, (9)

where N is the number of the bits of the ADC and V is
selected as the maximum value of the steady-state voltage
signal.

Since 12- and 16-bit ADCs are the two widely commercially
available converters, they can be chosen in investigating the
effect of random errors arising from the quantization. It is
inferred from the simulations that the magnitudes of the coef-
ficients due to the random errors are negligible compared to
the coefficients which are due to the fault-initiated transients,
meaning that the quantization error has no impact on the first
peak instants of the aerial mode WTC2s as shown in Fig. 12.
Also, one can evidently observe that the larger the number of
bits in an ADC, the smaller is the quantization error. Therefore,
accessibility to higher-resolution converters will undoubtedly
contribute to further elimination of the existing insignificant
effects of quantization errors.
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Fig. 12. WTC2 of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 13 with and without
quantization error.

C. Effect of Sampling Frequency—fs

In order to demonstrate the effect of different sampling
frequencies on the peak arrival instants of wavelet transform
coefficients of the aerial mode voltages, simulations are carried
out under various frequencies ranging from 10 kHz up to 1
MHz. Wave arrival times and calculated distances (in miles)
to fault are given for different sampling frequencies in Tables
II and III, respectively. The simulation results illustrated in
Table II show that the accuracy of the fault location algorithm
is proportional to the sampling frequency, i.e., the larger the
sampling frequency, the more accurate the results. Moreover,
although not illustrated visually, it is observed that the magni-
tudes of WTC2s increase as the sampling frequency decreases.

TABLE II
WAVE ARRIVAL TIMES (IN MILLISECONDS) WITH RESPECT TO SAMPLING

FREQUENCIES

fs t2 t6 t8 t9 t13

1 MHz 21.2660 21.7500 21.3760 20.9480 21.9380
500 kHz 21.2640 21.7520 21.3720 20.9440 21.9400
200 kHz 21.2600 21.7500 21.3700 20.9400 21.9400
100 kHz 21.3100 21.7800 21.3900 20.9600 21.9600
50 kHz 21.3000 21.7600 21.4400 20.9800 21.9600
20 kHz 21.3000 21.8000 21.4000 21.0000 22.0000
10 kHz 21.4000 21.8000 21.4000 21.0000 22.0000

TABLE III
DISTANCE-TO-FAULT (DTF) VALUES (IN MILES) WITH RESPECT TO

SAMPLING FREQUENCIES

fs DTF2 DTF6 DTF8 DTF9 DTF13

1 MHz 235.33 325.29 255.77 176.22 360.24
500 kHz 234.95 325.67 255.03 175.47 360.61
200 kHz 234.21 325.29 254.66 174.73 360.61
100 kHz 243.51 330.87 258.38 178.45 364.33
50 kHz 241.65 327.15 267.67 182.16 364.33
20 kHz 241.65 334.59 260.23 185.88 371.76
10 kHz 260.23 334.59 260.23 185.88 371.76
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Fig. 13. WTC2s of the aerial mode voltage at Bus 6 with different types of mother wavelets.

TABLE IV
MISCELLANEOUS MOTHER WAVELETS VERSUS WAVE ARRIVAL TIMES

MOTHER
t2 t6 t8 t9 t13WAVELET

Haar
21.3000/ 21.8000/ 21.4000/ 21.0000/ 22.0000/
21.3500 21.8500 21.4500 21.0500 22.0500

Daubechies − 4 21.3000 21.8000 21.3500 21.0500 22.1000
Coiflet − 4 21.3500 21.8500 21.4000 21.0500 22.0500
Symlet − 4 21.3500 21.8500 21.4500 21.0500 22.0500
Symlet − 8 21.3500 21.8500 21.4500 21.0500 22.0500

Bior1.5 21.3500 21.8000 21.4000 21.0000 22.0000
Bior3.1 21.2500 21.7500 21.4000 21.1000 22.0500

D. Effect of Mother Wavelet Selection

In order to illustrate the impact of the mother wavelet se-
lection on the wave arrival instants, simulations are replicated
using various wavelet families, such as Haar, Daubechies-
4, Coiflet-4, Symlet-4, Symlet-8, and biorthogonal spline
wavelets (e.g., Bior1.5 and Bior3.1) since the DWT compu-
tation can be performed only with these wavelet bases. The
results concerning WTC2s of aerial mode voltage at Bus 6
are highlighted in Fig. 13 for the sake of illustration. Table
IV lists the peak arrival instants of WTC2s corresponding to
different wavelet families.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER STUDY

This paper presents a fault location procedure based
on wide-area synchronized measurements for interconnected
transmission networks. The procedure is based on processing
of traveling waves by wavelet transform in order to extract the
arrival times of fault-initiated waves reflected from the fault
point. The proposed technique uses recorded samples of volt-
age waveforms whose data can be monitored at a few existing
digital fault recorders in the system. The method is dependent
on synchronized sampling, which can be ensured by utilizing
conventional Global Positioning System (GPS) devices. Also,



it is assumed that the transient voltage waveforms are captured
at a limited number of buses in the studied system. Increasing
the number of measuring devices will definitely enhance the
reliability of the fault location estimate. In the meantime,
proposed procedure has the benefit of being able to identify the
fault location properly using a small number of synchronized
measuring devices. Furthermore, the results of this paper can
be broadened to investigate the feasibility of installing these
synchronized monitoring instruments at strategic locations as
well as determining their optimal number.
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